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B. RTC -

1. a) The narrator hoped so because otherwise he was not getting a chance to play.

b) The narrator thought that Khushal was too good a player.

c) (Accept various suitable answers. A sample answer is given.) Yes, the narrator was a
competitive player as he considered Kushal his competition.

2. a) The man with the Turkish cap started walking towards the school.

b) The man was doing so because he wanted to complain to the headmaster about the students
not playing gullidanda in their school compound.

c) No, the person did not forgive the boys when they followed him and begged his pardon.

C. Answer these questions briefly -

1. The boys played gullidanda in a ground near their school. They did not play in their school
compound as it was too small.

2. When the narrator was just about to catch the gulli flying towards him, it knocked off the
Turkish cap of a man and landed inside the cap.

3. When the man was complaining to the headmaster, the narrator and his friends were
standing outside and praying silently. Slowly they crept to the courtyard facing the headmaster’s
room to try and listen to the conversation they were having and the consequences.



4. The narrator and his friends felt like laughing in the headmaster’s room because instead of
being completely angry, the headmaster was impressed by the Khushal’s stroke that made the
gulli first knock the man’s cap off and then land the gulli inside the cap.

5. No, the headmaster was not genuinely angry with the boys. This was because he had not
punished them in any way. Instead, he inquired whose stroke it was that made the Turkish cap
fall and made the gulli land in the cap, and complimented Khushal as a master player.

6. The man with the Turkish cap looked amused at the end because he too perhaps agreed
that Khushal’s stroke that made his cap fall and made the gulli land inside it was a master
stroke. He perhaps was also amused with the headmaster’s response and the students’
amusement with how impressed the headmaster was.


